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ABSTRACT: Given that the trend of using vehicles has been increasing in recent decades, 
and as oil reserves are limited and environmental requirements are increasing, there is 
nothing left but to look for alternative solutions as a replacement for oil derivatives. 
Alternatives are electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles, but internal combustion engines (IC) 
should not be written off, alternative fuels such as liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and 
compressed natural gas (CNG) are used for spark ignition (SI) engines. There is another 
alternative fuel for IC engines that is still being tested for use in vehicles, and that is 
hydrogen (H2). There are still not many published results on hydrogen as a propellant. This 
paper will present the results of experimental research on the IC engine with hydrogen as a 
propellant, and the results refer to the parameters of injection and ignition as well as the 
combustion process, the research was carried out in the Laboratory for IC engines at the 
Faculty of Engineering, University of Kragujevac. 

 

KEY WORDS: alternative fuels, hydrogen, internal combustion engine, injection and 
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UTICAJ PARAMETARA UBRIZGAVANJA I PALJENJA VODONIKA NA 
PROCES SAGOREVANJA U MOTORU SUS 

REZIME: S obzirom da se poslednjih decenija trend upotrtebe vozila povećava, a kako su 
rezerve nafte ograničene i ekološki zahtevi sve veći, ne preostaje ništa drugo nego da se 
traže alternativna rešenja kao zamena naftnih derivata. Alternativa su električna vozila i 
hibridna vozila, ali motore sa unutrašnjim sagorevanjem (SUS) nikako ne treba otpisivati, za 
OTO motore u upotrebi su alternativna goriva kao što su tečni naftni gas (TNG) i 
komprimovani prirodni gas (KPG). Postoji još jedno alternativno gorivo za motore SUS 
koje je još uvek u fazi ispitivanja za primenu na vozilima, a to je vodonik (H2). O vodoniku 
kao pogonskom gorivu, još uvek nema mnogo objavljenih rezultata. Ovaj rad će prikazati 
rezultate dobijene eksperimentalnim istraživanjem na motoru SUS sa vodonikom kao 
pogonskim gorivom, a rezultati se odnose na parameter ubrizgavanja i paljenja kao i process 
sagorevanja, istraživanja su vršena u Laboratoriji za motore SUS na Fakultetu inženjerskih 
nauka Univerziteta u Kragujevcu. 

 

KLJUČNE REČI: alternativna goriva, vodonik, motor SUS, parametri ubrizgavanja i 
paljenja 
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INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN INJECTION AND IGNITION 
PARAMETERS ON THE COMBUSTION PROCESS IN THE IC ENGINE 

Miroslav Petrovic, Aleksandar Davinic, Nadica Stojanovic, Ivan Grujic 

INTRODUCTION 

The key process in the IC engine is the combustion process, the output characteristics of the 
engine depend on it. The area where most work is done when it comes to engine and fuel 
development is the optimization of the combustion process flow. The main difference 
between SI and compress ignition (CI) engines is the way the work process is carried out. 
The difference in the work processes is reflected in: the way the mixture is formed, the way 
the mixture is ignited and the regulation of the load. The mixture in the SI engine is formed 
immediately before entering the cylinder, so that the fresh working material is largely 
homogenized and consists of fuel vapor and air, and when entering the cylinder it mixes 
with a small amount of residual combustion products. The ignition of the mixture is carried 
out forcibly by a foreign ignition source at a precisely determined moment, while the 
regulation of the load is carried out by changing the amount of fresh working material. 

In the SI engine, combustion can be divided into three stages, and these three stages are 
shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Stages of combustion in SI engines, [1] 

The first stage is called the latent combustion period and lasts from the moment the mixture 
is ignited, by means of a spark between the electrodes of the spark plug, until the pressure 
increases by 1 bar due to combustion compared to the pressure without combustion. The 
second stage represents the period of the basic phase of combustion, it lasts until the 
pressure in the cylinder reaches its maximum value, and during it the turbulent flame has 
passed the entire volume of the cylinder. The third stage is the burning process. 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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In the case of CI 

 engines, the main difference compared to auto engines is reflected in the combustion 
process, its characteristics are: the operation of the engine with an inhomogeneous mixture, 
a short time for the formation of the mixture, the combustion process begins before the 
entire amount of fuel is injected, during one part of the combustion process at the same time 
both injection and combustion take place. The combustion process in a CI engine is divided 
into four stages, which is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Stages of combustion in CI engines, [1] 

The angle of the crankshaft at which the injection starts is called the pre-injection angle, 
after the start of the injection the physical and chemical preparations for combustion begin, 
this represents the first stage called the induction period [1]. The second stage consists of a 
period of uncontrolled combustion, during which rapid combustion occurs, resulting in a 
large increase in pressure, the tolerance limit for the degree of pressure increase is about 10 
bar·°CA-1. The third stage is the stage of regulated combustion where the law of heat release 
is proportional to the law of injection. The last or fourth stage of the combustion process is 
combustion. In this phase, combustion takes place slowly and this phase is extended to the 
beat of expansion. 

The basic variants of IC engines such as SI and CI engines use fuels of fossil origin, i.e. oil 
derivatives obtained by refining crude oil. As oil is extracted in large quantities, and its 
production takes a very long time, it is certain that at some point it will disappear. 
Combustion of fossil fuels releases combustion products that are harmful to human health 
and the environment. For this reason, the European Union introduced Euro norms, with the 
aim of protecting the environment. Given that the requirements for environmental protection 
are constantly increasing, at some point even the latest Euro standards will not be able to 
satisfy them. Due to all of the above, alternative solutions are being worked on. There are 
two types of alternative solutions, alternative drive and alternative fuel. Given that there are 
a very large number of vehicles in the world with conventional engines, the development of 
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an alternative fuel for use on them stands out as a better solution, and hydrogen stands out as 
the most promising alternative fuel. 

1. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN THE WORLD 

Hydrogen is often mentioned as the fuel of the future. There is some research into the 
application of hydrogen in auto or CI engines. By adding hydrogen, as an additive, in 
conventional CI engines, harmful emissions of carbon-containing gases are reduced [3], 
because the chemical composition of hydrogen does not contain carbon. However, due to its 
high energy, hydrogen raises the maximum temperatures during combustion, which directly 
affects the increase of nitrogen oxides (NOx) [3, 4], but it can also affect the reduction of 
nitrogen oxides as follows [5, 6]: 

- exhaust gas recirculation (EGR); 

- by adding hydrogen as an additive in the amount of 3.9% of the energy value. 

In the case of adding 3.9% of hydrogen, a reduction of 5.5% of nitrogen oxides is achieved 
[6]. Hydrogen-powered internal combustion engines can operate on a very lean mixture 
thanks to the wide range of flammability and the high flame speed of the hydrogen-air 
mixture. A lean mixture reduces the emission of nitrogen oxides and increases the efficiency 
of the engine. Therefore, the hydrogen engine can operate without or with low damping, 
which reduces pumping losses and increases efficiency. The first research into the use of 
hydrogen as a fuel for IC engines indicates that hydrogen is a much better fuel for auto 
engines. The reason for this is the high self-ignition temperature, which is around 848 K [7]. 
Using hydrogen as an additive, but in this case with a gasoline engine, also achieves a 
reduction of toxic components that have carbon in their composition [8]. However, gasoline 
engines can very easily be modified to run with hydrogen as the only fuel injected into the 
intake manifold. The biggest problem is the possibility of the flame returning due to the 
formation of explosive gas (HHO), which ignites very easily. Comparing the performance of 
the engine when hydrogen or ethanol are added as an additive to gasoline is very difficult 
[9]. In order to achieve similar or better results with some of the fuels, different pre-ignition 
angle settings are needed, as well as an accurate calculation of the mixture composition 
coefficient for the corresponding fuel. Adjusting the preignition angle is critical because of 
the different burning rates from fuel to fuel. 

S. Zanforlin and S. Frigo [10], as part of their research, realized an experimental engine for 
working with hydrogen as the only fuel. The experimental engine was realized with an 
unconventional system of two-stage direct injection of hydrogen into the engine cylinder 
with a low pressure of 6 bar. The system is based on the concept of hydrogen dosing in an 
intermediate chamber that is separate from the hydrogen inlet valve to the engine. Dosing 
hydrogen into the intermediate chamber is provided by an electric injector, which can be 
kept open during the entire engine cycle, so a commercial electric injector for CPG can 
deliver the required amount of hydrogen even at low pressure. Dosing into the cylinder is 
done by mechanically starting the injection valve, which, thanks to the sufficient flow 
section, can be opened for a short time. The injection of hydrogen into the cylinder starts 
when the intake valves are closed to avoid back-ignition. The layout of the experimental 
engine from this research is given in Figure 3. 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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Figure 3. Experimental engine with two-stage direct hydrogen injection, [10] 

In short, it can be said that the solution, the sketch of which is shown in Figure 3, combines 
a system characterized by a constant hydrogen flow rate and a variable opening duration 
(the first step - an electric injector) with a system characterized by a variable hydrogen flow 
and a constant angular duration (the second step is a valve for engine injection). The essence 
of the system is that there are always equalized gas flows through the electric valve and 
through the mechanical injection valve on the engine, which is controlled by the electric 
injector. In addition to reducing exhaust emissions, hydrogen is considered an interesting 
fuel from another aspect. Namely, it is known that hydrogen has a significantly higher 
burning speed compared to other fuels. Therefore, it is considered that the combustion speed 
will contribute to the combustion at an almost constant volume, thus increasing the 
efficiency [11, 12]. However, the high speed of combustion is accompanied by a large 
increase in pressure, as well as an increase in temperature, which, in addition to the 
mechanical load, also causes an increase in the emission of nitrogen oxides. By adding a 
small amount of hydrogen to conventional fuels, emissions are improved [13], but more 
serious changes in emissions require larger amounts or complete replacement of 
conventional fuel with hydrogen. This approach often causes a significant increase in 
nitrogen oxides at the expense of the reduction of other harmful components, as well as the 
occurrence of detonating combustion. In some research, the injection of water along with 
hydrogen was considered in order to reduce the combustion speed and thus the emission of 
nitrogen oxides. It was established that adding water reduces the concentration of nitrogen 
oxides and detonations do not occur, but this approach is also limited as it has a bad effect 
on the indicator level of usefulness [14-16]. In addition to water, the concentration of 
nitrogen oxides in an engine where hydrogen has been used as an additive can be reduced by 
adding water vapor. By using 30% of hydrogen as fuel, from the total volume of fuel, in CI 
engines and adding 20% of water vapor, the concentration of nitrogen oxides in relation to 
when using conventional fuel decreases by 22.1%, and the effective power increases by 
22.8% [17]. 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

A successful engine start was achieved with an injection time of 12ms, by dividing the 
injection into two portions, the injection start of 30% of the total injection time was set at 
344°CA, during intake, and the remaining 70% of the total injection was set at 30°CA 
before EDC. With this type of injection, a large pressure drop occurred when the engine was 
started, but with an increase in the number of revolutions, the operation of the engine 
became more stable. The engine is started with an active decompressor until the first signs 
of combustion appear, otherwise there will be premature ignition and rotation of the engine 
direction. To avoid this phenomenon during tarting, an electric starter with a higher starting 
speed should be used. 

2.1 Examination of the method of hydrogen injection 

After successfully starting the engine, it was concluded that the engine could fully operate 
without damping. A certain instability, i.e. lack of ignition, was also observed. During 
operation, a metallic sound was registered, which appeared every time there was a misfire. 
The metallic sound was found to be coming from the 200 L silencer tank, which is used to 
allow airflow measurement. It was discovered that there is actually an explosion in the 
intake line that echoes in the choke tank. The explosions were caused by HHO gas - 
explosive gas. The explosion in the suction system was caused by the appearance of a 
pressure wave that prevented suction and the absence of ignition and combustion. The 
absence of combustion causes a drop in the number of revolutions and the inability to 
maintain the regime. As the explosions occurred in the intake manifold, they were caused by 
the portion of fuel injected during intake. By moving this portion of fuel from the suction to 
the compression stroke, when both valves are closed, this phenomenon completely 
disappears, and ensures regular engine operation. 

The start of the first injection is set at 200°CA before EDC, and the start of injection of the 
second part of the fuel is set at 30°CA before EDC. The total injection time and ignition 
timing are the same, only the injected fuel portions are varied, Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Injection trigger signals for measurements with varying portions of injected fuel 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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For the first injection method, it is defined that the signal for the first injection lasts 40% and 
for the second injection 60% of the total injection time. Then, these values were moved to 
50% - 50%, and after that to 60% - 40%. During the test, a constant regime was not 
maintained, but only the influence, redistribution of injection portions was monitored. The 
headspace pressure for all three measurements is given in Figure 5, and the results in Table 
1. 

 

Figure 5. Pressure in the main space for measurements with varying portions of injected 
fuel 

Table 1. Results obtained for measurements with varying portions of injected fuel 

Measurements 

 
Results 

200°CA (40%) 
 

30°CA (60%) 

200°CA (50%) 
 

30°CA (50%) 

200°CA (60%) 
 

30°CA (40%) 

n , min-1 1963 2015 2102 

mip , bar 4,98 5,33 5,67 

iη ,  0,29 0,31 0,34 

maxp , bar 43,97 48,15 51,19 

maxpα , °CA 8,96 8,50 9,32 

dp dα , bar·°CA-1 6,91 8,66 9,06 

05AI , °CA 2,56 2,50 2,56 
10AI , °CA 3,37 3,23 3,28 
50AI , °CA 8,60 7,53 7,11 
90AI , °CA 65,14 60,41 54,62 

Labels from the table represent: 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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- n  - number of rotations per minute, 

- mip  - mean indicator pressure, 

- iη  - indicator degree of usefulness, 

- maxp  - maximum pressure value 

- maxpα
 - the position of the maximum pressure value, 

- dp dα  - the maximum value of the degree of pressure rise. 

Looking at figure 5, it is clearly seen that varying the portions has an effect on the engine 
duty cycle. With the injection of a larger amount of fuel in the first part of the injection, the 
maximum pressures in the main compartment increase, as well as the specific indicator 
work and the indicator degree of usefulness. The differential combustion law for all three 
modes is shown in Figure 6. With the increase in the amount of fuel injected in the first part 
of the injection, there is an increase in the maximum value of the heat release rate. The 
combustion itself is extremely fast, which was to be expected for working with hydrogen, 
despite the fact that in all three cases the engine worked with a globally lean mixture, with a 
mixture composition coefficient over 2.  

 

Figure 6. Differential combustion law for regimes with varying portions of injected fuel 

2.2 Examination of the hydrogen combustion process 

This test was performed on a constant mode defined by the number of revolutions 1570min-1 

and the load 0.28 kJ·dm-3. This mode did not require a large cycle amount of fuel, which is 
important both because of the capacity of the injector and because of the limited amount of 
fuel. At the beginning, it was decided that the injection should be done in two parts. The 
distribution was adopted such that the injection in each part lasts for 50% of the total 
injection time. For this test, a constant start of the injection of the first amount at 200°CA 
before EDC was adopted, which was set as fixed, while the moment of the second injection 
was varied, shown in Figure 7. Three variants were chosen for the start of the second 
injection, where two are during compression, and in the third case, the injection starts during 

Mobility & Vehicle Mechanics, Vol. 49, No. 3, (2023), pp 1-14 
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the expansion stroke. In all three cases, the portions per injection are divided into 50% of the 
total injection time. 

 

Figure 7. Injection trigger signal for the first three modes 

In the research from the previous part, it was shown that the method of injection is an 
influential parameter, so to maintain a constant mode, the total injection time was changed. 
The results obtained with this type of injection are shown in Figure 8 and Table 2. It can be 
seen that with earlier injection, a more violent combustion is achieved, because a larger 
amount of mixture is successfully formed. This entails higher values of pressures in the 
main space, as well as higher values of the maximum degree of pressure rise. As for the 
second portion that occurs during combustion and expansion, its displacement in the 
direction of expansion has a negative effect on efficiency. The goal was to adopt the best 
ranking of these three modes based on the results, the first mode can be considered the best, 
but due to the high degree of pressure increase and the small difference in the indicator level 
of usefulness between the first and second modes, the second mode was selected for further 
tests.  

 

  
(а) (б) 
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Figure 8. Headspace pressure (a) and differential combustion law (b) for varying the start 
of injection of the second portion of fuel 

Table 2. Results obtained on the regime for varying the start of injection of the second 
portion of fuel 

Measurements 

 
Results 

65°CA before EDC 35°CA before EDC 5°CA before EDC 

n , min-1 1581 1562 1561 

mip , bar 5,08 4,77 4,69 

iη ,  0,32 0,31 0,27 

maxp , bar 51,11 48,12 44,29 

maxpα , °CA 5,82 5,62 6,56 

dp dα , bar·°CA-1 10,19 7,94 6,48 

05AI , °CA -0,87 -1,48 0,87 
10AI , °CA -0,23 -0,77 1,69 
50AI , °CA 2,37 2,23 5,77 
90AI , °CA 33,02 45,67 62,55 

The next step of the research was to vary the portions per injection. For the adopted 
injection method (start of injection of the first portion at 200° KV before SMT, and start of 
injection of the second portion at 35° KV before SMT), shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Injection signal for varying the portions of injected fuel 
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As in the previous case, keeping the regime stable was achieved by redistributing the 
injection time for the same total injection time. The results obtained with the injection 
method shown in Figure 9 can be seen in Figure 10 and in Table 3. Injection of a large 
portion close to the EDC resulted in combustion during the expansion stroke. Since one part 
of the injection entered the expansion stroke, combustion was caused during the expansion, 
which is also proven by the angle to which 90% of the cycle fuel was burned. This type of 
injection led to a decrease in the indicator level of usefulness, and therefore it can be 
considered that this principle is not favorable from the aspect of efficiency. The other two 
injection principles, with larger injection portions at the beginning, gave relatively similar 
results. There was a very short burn in both cases, with the shortest burn recorded at the 
largest portion of the first injection. 

  
(а) (б) 

Figure 10. Headspace pressure (a) and differential combustion law (b) for varying fuel 
injection portions 

Table 3. Results obtained on the regime for varying the start of injection of the second 
portion of fuel 

Measurements 

 
Results 

70% - 30% 30% - 70% 80% - 20% 

n , min-1 1567 1567 1572 

mip , bar 4,77 4,58 4,78 

iη ,  0,32 0,25 0,33 

maxp , bar 53,52 46,62 55,08 

maxpα , °CA 4,52 4,48 4,34 

dp dα , bar·°CA-1 11,20 6,80 11,21 

05AI , °CA -1,70 -0,52 -1,68 
10AI , °CA -1,10 -0,56 -1,10 
50AI , °CA 1,03 8,80 0,99 
90AI , °CA 16,93 71,17 8,80 
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It should be noted that the injection pressure for all shown modes was 100 bar. After the 
cylinder pressure drop, modes with lower injection pressures were tested, and the injection 
was successfully moved deeper into the intake stroke. Unfortunately, at lower injection 
pressures, the cycle amount of fuel also decreases for the same time the injectors are open, 
and it is not possible to achieve regimes with a higher load. For future research, the 
possibility of applying the antechamber, especially for working with hydrogen, should not 
be neglected. However, you need to find a more adequate injector with a larger capacity, 
which will certainly provide greater engine operation possibilities with this fuel. 

3. CONCLUSION 

As the need for vehicles is constantly growing, and the requirements for environmental 
protection are also growing, engineers are under constant temptation to find the best 
possible solution. Alternative solutions have been developed in the form of alternative 
drives and alternative fuels. The alternative fuel with the most potential is certainly 
hydrogen. With hydrogen as a fuel, IC engines can work efficiently with negligible 
emissions of harmful combustion products, which will surely play a key role in the 
application of this fuel on vehicles with IC engines. 

Experimental studies of engine operation with hydrogen as the only fuel were carried out, 
injection methods were considered and the combustion process was monitored. It was found 
that the injection parameters significantly affect the combustion process, and therefore also 
the operation of the engine. Early hydrogen injection can achieve the best engine 
performance, although this can lead to unstable operation and excessive mechanical loads on 
the engine itself, while injection during combustion is not recommended. Injection during 
combustion does not allow enough time for the mixture to form, which causes stretched 
combustion and low efficiency. The best solution is injection in two occasions, the first part 
should be injected during the compression cycle, and the second part around the EDC, 
injection should be done so that the first portion is significantly larger than the second. This 
type of injection leads to the enrichment of the mixture at the right moment and slows down 
combustion.. 
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ABSTRACT: The conceptual design represents the first concretization of the project task, 
and its main goal is to define the parameters of the driver's ergo-sphere, external 
dimensions, weight, and performance of the heavy motor vehicle, as well as its stylistic 
indicators, necessary for further work on the project. 

As is known, the parameters of the frame are not known in the initial phase of designing a 
heavy motor  vehicle, so in this paper, an attempt was made to define the required torsional 
stiffness of the frame based on its transverse vibrations. For this purpose (with the 
introduced hypothesis), a simplified geometric, physical, and mathematical model of the 
frame was used, whose random transverse vibrations will be analyzed using some methods 
of mathematical statistics and the three-variable Fourier transformation. 
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PRILOG RAZVOJU METODE ZA DEFINISANJE TORZIONE KRUTOSTI 
OKVIRA U FAZI IZRADE IDEJNOG PROJEKTA TERETNOG 
MOTORNOG VOZILA 

REZIME: Idejni projekat predstavlja prvu konkretizaciju projektnog zadatka, a osnovni cilj 
mu je definisanje parametara ergosfere vozača i spoljašnjih dimenzija, masa i performansi 
teretnog vozila, kao i njegovih stilskih pokazatelja, neophodnih za dalji rad na projektu.  

Kao što je poznato, parametrii okvira nisu poznati u početnoj fazi projetovanja teretnog 
vozila, pa je, u ovom radu učinjen pokušaj  definisanja potrebne torzione krutosti okvira, na 
bazi  njegovih poprečnjih vibracija.U te svrhe (uz uvedenu hipodezu) je korišćen uprošćeni 
geometrisjki, fizički i matematički model okvira, čije će  slučajne poprečne vibracije biti 
analizirane uz korišćenje nekih metoda matematičke statistike i i troparametarska Furijeova 
transformacija.. 

 

KLJUČNE REČI: Teretno vozilo, okvir, poprečne vibracije, torziona krutost 
troparametarska Furijeova transformacija 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR DEFINING THE TORSIONAL 
STIFFNESS OF THE FRAME IN THE INITIAL PHASE OF DESIGNING A 
HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLE 

Miroslav Demić 

INTRODUCTION 

A heavy motor vehicle defined by the project task is developed in further design phases, 
where creative and intuitive approaches that played a significant role in the project task 
development give way to logical and objective factors, calculations, measurements, shaping, 
evaluations of production and technological capabilities, etc. [1,2]. 

The conceptual design represents the first concretization of the project task, and its main 
goal is to define the parameters of the driver's ergo-sphere and the external dimensions, 
mass, and performance of the cargo vehicle, as well as its stylistic indicators necessary for 
further work on the project [1,2]  heavy motor  vehicle. 

This paper will discuss the development of a method for defining the torsional stiffness of 
the frame based on its transverse vibrations. Therefore, the hypothesis is introduced: 
"Transverse vibrations of the vehicle frame can be used as a parameter for defining torsional 
stiffness if their quantitative values do not change drastically across the frame's surface, in 
case of rigorous disturbances (forces, torques)". 

The assumption is that the project task defines the need to design a heavy motor  vehicle for 
the market with a total mass of 11,000 kg and a payload capacity of 4,000 kg, with 
dimensions (length * width * height, mm): 6400 * 2500 * 3600, with a short cab. The 
engine is positioned at the front, and the vehicle has all-wheel drive. 

The designed vehicle must withstand rigorous operating conditions. Other parameters are 
not mentioned here because they are not of particular importance for defining the torsional 
stiffness of the frame or investigating its transverse vibrations. For illustration purposes, 
Figure 1a shows the silhouette of the heavy motor  vehicle defined by the project task [1]. 

Based on the analysis of existing analogous vehicles and the requirements regarding the 
dimensions of the newly designed vehicle, it was assessed that the frame length could be 
6100, mm, and its width 800, mm. The structure would be ladder-type, as shown in Figure 
1b) for illustration purposes [3,4]. 

The dimensions of the corresponding frame profiles should be determined based on their 
flexural and torsional stiffness. It is emphasized that in practice, an approximate relationship 
between the stiffness of the springs and the torsional stiffness of the frame is defined [1]. 
However, since the parameters of the vehicle suspension system are not known in this 
design phase, the desired torsional stiffness of the frame cannot be precisely defined... 

Therefore, it was deemed appropriate to calculate the equivalent height of the frame for the 
analysis of transverse vibrations based on the mass balance. Namely, it is recommended in 
[1,2] that the frame of the vehicle should account for 11-15% of its mass. Since it is a lighter 
heavy motor  vehicle, it will be assumed that this share is 12%, which means that the mass 
of the frame is 840 kg. Bearing this in mind, the following text will discuss the possibilities 
for analyzing the vibrations of the vehicle frame in this design phase. 
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1. METHOD 

As already mentioned, the concept of a frame and its length and width have been adopted. 
Now, based on the required torsional stiffness of the frame, it is necessary to define the 
dimensions of the longitudinal and transverse profiles using some calculation methods, most 
commonly finite element methods [5,6]. However, as mentioned before, the bending and 
torsional stiffness, as well as precise external loads, are not known in this design phase, so 
the application of the mentioned method is not possible with satisfactory reliability. 

Considering the aforementioned, as well as the introduced hypothesis, it was deemed 
appropriate to develop a procedure based on the analysis of transverse vibrations of the 
vehicle frame. It should be noted that in this design phase, a large number of frame 
parameters are unknown, so some of them must be obtained through the study of simpler 
models. It was considered appropriate to idealize and observe the frame as a homogeneous 
plate of the adopted length and width, with an unknown thickness [7], as shown in Figure 
1c). The plate undergoes transverse vibrations under the influence of disturbing forces at the 
connection points of aggregates, and systems to the frame. 

Since the length and width of the frame have been adopted, it is necessary to define the plate 
thickness based on which the required torsional stiffness of the frame will be calculated. 
Assuming that the frame is made of steel, the problem was solved by calculating the 
equivalent plate thickness of 23, mm based on its mass. 

To analyze the transverse vibrations of the frame model, it was necessary to define dynamic 
excitations. Considering that not all excitations are known in this project phase (uneven 
engine operation, road irregularities, tire non-uniformity, etc.), it was deemed appropriate to 
analyze vibrations under conditions of short-term intensive braking [8,9]. Based on 
experience, an impulse shape was chosen with the presence of random changes, as 
illustrated in Figure 1d). 

For further analysis, it was adopted that the engine is supported by the frame at four points, 
and the cabin is also supported at four points [1]. The cargo box is supported at eight points, 
but for the sake of simplifying the problem, it is assumed that it is attached to the frame at 
four points. As for the springs, each of them is connected at two points, but for the same 
reasons as the cargo box, it is assumed that they are connected at one point each [1]. The 
illustration of the connecting points is shown in Figure 1d), and the empirical coordinates of 
the connecting points are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the newly designed vehicle a), most commonly used structural solutions 

for the vehicle frame b), assumed deceleration during vehicle impulse braking c), and 
equivalent connection points 
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Table 1. Coordinates of conecting points 
 Coordinate x, 

mm 
Coordinate y, 

mm 
1 365 40 
2 365 760 
3 560 40 
4 560 760 
5 1375 40 
6 1375 760 
7 1496 40 
8 1496 760 
9 1600 40 
10 1600 760 
11 3400 40 
12 3400 760 
13 5015 40 
14 5015 760 
15 5050 40 
16 5050 760 

To determine the driving forces, it was necessary to calculate the characteristic masses of 
the aggregates. This was done using statistical data on the percentage participation of 
aggregate masses in the vehicle mass, as well as based on recommendations on the size of 
the supported mass [1,2,8,9]. 

In addition to the mass of the aggregates and systems, it was necessary to calculate the 
distance between the supports along the length of the vehicle frame (which was done using 
data from Table 1) and define the height of the aggregate's center of gravity relative to the 
upper edge of the frame [1]. Approximate data is given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Longitudinal distance of connecting points, the height of the center of gravity 
relative to the frame, and mass of aggregates and systems  

 Distance, mm Height of center of 
gravity, mm 

Mass, kg 

Power train 1010 200 962 
Cab 1040 800 578 
Cargo box 1915 850 890 
Suspwnded mass 3600 1200 8070 

Inertial force due to braking is given by the expression [7,8]: 

i iF m a= , (1) 

where: 

− a - acceleration defined by Figure 1d), 

− mi - corresponding mass (powertrain group, cabin, cargo box, suspended mass). 

We will assume that the center of gravity of the aggregate and system is located at the 
midpoint of the longitudinal distance, so in that case, the static load (Fst) is equal on all 
supports and amounts to one-fourth of the gravitational force. The static force increases on 
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the front supports and decreases on the rear supports during vehicle braking. The magnitude 
of the force change due to braking is given by the expression [8,9]: 

4
i ti

i

F hZ
L

∆ = , (2) 

where: 

− Fi - inertial force due to braking, defined by expression (1), 

− hti - height of the center of gravity of the corresponding mass from Table 2, 

− Li - longitudinal distance between supports from Table 2, 

− + refers to the front supports, and - refers to the rear supports. 

Based on expressions (1 and 2), the force on each support is calculated [8,9]: 

F F Zst= ± ∆ , (3) 

Transverse vibrations of the elastic plate are described by a partial differential equation. 

The following assumptions were made during its evaluation [7,10]: 

− the thickness of the plate is small compared to its dimensions, 

− the mid-plane of the plate does not deform and remains as the neutral plane after 
deformation or bending, 

− displacements of the mid-surface of the plate are small compared to the thickness 
of the plate, 

− the influence of transverse shear deformation is neglected, resulting in the fact that 
the planes normal to the mid-surface before deformation remain normal to the mid-
surface even after deformation or bending, 

− transverse normal deformation can be neglected under transverse loading, as well 
as the corresponding stress, 

− the cross-section of the frame is rectangular and constant along its length, and 

− the material of the frame is homogeneous. 

Since the evaluation of the partial differential equation describing the transverse vibrations 
of an elastic plate is detailed in [7], it will not be done here, but only its final form will be 
presented. 

Based on the introduced assumptions, the forced transverse vibrations of the plate are 
described by the partial differential equation [7]: 

4 4 4 2

4 2 2 4 2( 2 ) ( , , )u u u uD h f x y t
x x y y t

ρ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
, (4) 

where: 

− u = u(x, y, t) - transverse vibrations of the frame, 

− x - coordinate along the length of the frame, 
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− y - coordinate along the width of the frame, 

− f(x, y, t) - disturbance transverse force (excitation function), 

− t - time. 

The value of  D is given by the expression: 
3

212(1 )
EhD

υ
=

−
, (5) 

where: 

− E - Young's modulus, 

− ν - Poisson's ratio, and 

− h - plate thickness. 

As known [7,10,11], to find the general solution of the partial differential equation (4), it is 
necessary to know the boundary and initial conditions. 

In this specific case, all edges are free (moments and shear forces are equal to zero), and the 
vibrations and their velocities are equal to zero at the initial moment [7]. 

Mathematically, these conditions are defined by the equations: 
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(6) 

The disturbance force represents the sum of dynamic forces at the supports, i.e.: 
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16

1

( , , ) ( )i
i

f x y t F t
=

= ∑ , (7) 

where the force Fi(t) is defined by the expression (3) calculated at each support. 

The integral of the partial differential equation (4), with the boundary, initial conditions (6), 
and disturbance force (7), can only be sought in the case of harmonic excitation (and not 
without difficulties), so an attempt was made to solve it using the Wolfram Mathematica 
13.2 software [11]. However, this software allows solving partial differential equations up to 
the second order, so the problem had to be solved numerically [12] using the finite 
difference method. 

The author developed software for solving the partial differential equation (4) using the 
finite difference method, with boundary, initial conditions (6), and disturbance force (7), in 
Pascal. It should be noted that in the case of numerical solving of partial differential 
equations, sometimes it is necessary to introduce additional boundary and initial conditions 
[11]… 

The dynamic simulation was performed for a steel frame structure with the following data: 
E=2.1*105, N/mm2;  ρ = 8*10-6, kg/mm3; υ =0.3; nx=128; ny=128; nt=128; hx=47.65, mm; 
hy=6.25, mm; ht=0.03, s. 

Since the transverse vibrations of the frame depend on three parameters, it is necessary to 
apply 4D graphics for their graphical representation, which is associated with great 
difficulties. Therefore, for illustration purposes, partial results for the center of gravity 
planes: xOt (y=const) and yOt (x=const) are shown in Figures 2 and 3, as it was possible to 
do using commercial 3D graphics. 

 
Figure 2. Transverse vibrations of the truck frame in the longitudinal center of gravity plane 
(xOt) 
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Figure 3. Transverse vibrations of the truck frame in the lateral center of gravity plane 
(yOt) 

Due to the limitations imposed by 3D graphics, the results are partially shown only for the 
center of gravity of the frame. It was deemed appropriate to calculate the RMS values of 
vibrations for points with coordinates: 5, 50 and 95% of the length, and 5, 50, and 95% of 
the width of the frame, for further analysis. The obtained results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. RMS transverse vibrations at characteristic points of the frame 

Coordinates (%*a; %*b): 
a-length, b-width 

RMS*10-1, mm 

5 ; 5 3.661 
5 ; 95 3.809 
50 ; 5 3.839 
50 ; 95 3.787 
95 ; 5 3.818 
95 ; 95 3.885 

For a more detailed analysis of the transverse vibrations of the vehicle frame, it was deemed 
appropriate to perform a frequency analysis [13-16]. Since the transverse vibrations of the 
used frame model depend on three parameters (coordinates x, y, and time t), it is obvious 
that a three-variable Fourier transform must be performed [11,13-16], and based on it, the 
magnitudes and phase angles of the spectrum are calculated. 

The author developed software for calculating the 3D Fourier transform and parameters of 
the mentioned spectrum in Pascal. Using that software, the magnitudes and phase angles of 
the 3D Fourier transform were calculated. 

It should be noted that the spectra, in this case, depend on three parameters (frequency in x 
direction, frequency in y direction, and frequency in time domain t), which makes their 
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graphical representation difficult, as it requires 4D graphics. Therefore, it was deemed 
appropriate to only show the spectra in the longitudinal and transverse center of gravity 
planes, in Figures 4-6. 

 
Figure 4. The spectra magnitudes of the heavy motor vehicle frame in the longitudinal 
center of gravity plane (xOt) 

 
Figure 4. The spectra magnitudes of the heavy motor vehicle frame  in the lateral center of 

Gravity plane (yOt) 
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Figure 6. The phase angles of the heavy motor vehicle frame in the longitudinal center of 

gravity plane (xOt) 

 
Figure 7. The phase angles of the heavy motor vehicle frame in the lateral 

center of gravity plane (yOt) 

2. DATA ANALYSIS 

From Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that the transverse vibrations for the center of gravity 
planes of the vehicle frame depend on the position along the length, width, and time. 
Braking forces are of impact and stochastic nature, which falls into very rigorous conditions 
in vehicle dynamics [8,9]. More information about the change in vibrations across the 
surface of the vehicle frame can be found in Table 3. 

By analyzing the RMS data from the mentioned table, it can be determined that the 
transverse vibrations are small (which is desirable from the perspective of vehicle frame 
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construction) and that the RMS varies across the surface of the observed frame model, 
which can be explained by the fact that the excitation functions had impact and random 
characteristics and acted at 16 points. However, these differences are small, indicating that 
the frame behaves stably under the given conditions, confirming the introduced hypothesis. 
This allows the defined frame parameters to be used in further frame design. More 
specifically, the calculated equivalent plate thickness can be used to calculate torsional 
stiffness, and the used positions of the force application points can serve as guidance for the 
connection of aggregates and vehicle systems. 

From Figures 4-7, it can be observed that random vibrations spread along the length and 
width of the frame with different amplitudes of modulus and phase angles. This is by the 
data analysis in the x, z, t space, so there will be no further discussion about it here, and the 
amplitude and frequency of harmonics depend on the design parameters of the frame and the 
time excitation... 

Considering Parseval’s theorem, it was deemed unnecessary to calculate RMS values, as is 
the case with Table 3. 

It should be noted that the number of points and the integration step have ensured the 
reliability of the results in terms of frequency: x (0.00016 - 0.1, 1/mm), y (0.012 - 0.08, 
1/mm), and t (0.26 - 16.6 Hz)), which is acceptable from the perspective of frame vibrations 
in this design phase [18]. In the later stages of the project, when the final structure of the 
vehicle frame is adopted, research should be conducted with a larger number of points using 
the finite element method, as existing software allows for automatic mesh generation [19]. 

It should also be noted that there are no explicit procedures for calculating errors in spectral 
analysis for 3D Fourier transform, as in the case of 1D Fourier transformation [17]. Bearing 
this in mind, as well as the fact that this study aims to illustrate the potential of using 3D 
frequency analysis in investigating transverse vibrations of vehicle frames in the initial 
design phase, the analysis of statistical errors was not specifically performed... 

In the following text, it will be shown how the required torsional stiffness can be calculated 
based on the defined length, width of the frame, and equivalent plate thickness. Namely, 
according to [17], there is a known relation that defines the torsional stiffness of a 
rectangular cross-section: 

3

2(1 )

tC h b G
EG

β

υ

=

=
+

, (8) 

where: 

− E - Young's and Poisson's coefficients (whose values are given in the previous 
text), 

−  β - a parameter that depends on the ratio h/b (the value of this parameter is 
usually defined for ratios greater than 1; since this is not the case for the frame, 
interpolation should be performed for smaller values, usually linear). 

Using equation (8), the required torsional stiffness of the frame can be calculated, which 
will not be done here. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

The developed procedure, based on the analysis of transverse vibrations of heavy vehicle 
frames, allows for the determination of the necessary parameters, including torsional 
stiffness. 

The simplified plate-like frame model provides enough opportunities to verify the 
connection points of the aggregates in the conceptual design phase of the vehicle frame. 

In further development of the project, based on the approximately defined parameters of the 
vehicle frame, more detailed calculations can be performed, potentially using the finite 
element method. 

The conducted analyses have shown that the use of 3D Fourier transformation is useful in 
analyzing the transverse vibrations of vehicle frames in the initial design phase. 
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ABSTRACT: The fuel supply scheme used to model the system proposed by the authors is 
presented, the engine chosen, with the technical characteristics, the type of injection system 
adopted, the basic principle of electronic gasoline injection, the calculation cycle proposed 
for gasoline injection. Based on an own model, the authors realized an analytical calculation 
of the in diagram. The indicated diagram was also raised on an experimental stand in p-V 
coordinates. Using the equations from the characteristic points, the state parameters in the 
characteristic points of the engine cycle will be calculated. The diagram for the analytical 
calculation of the pressure in the intake manifold and of the intake pressure is presented; the 
variation of these parameters is represented depending on the speed and the ambient 
temperature. The logic diagram for the analytical calculation, determining the engine 
parameters are presented. The data obtained by calculations are compared with those 
obtained by measurements, and the results obtained show that the errors obtained are almost 
insignificant. 
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PROUČAVANJE PROCESA KOJI SE ODVIJAJU U MOTORIMA SA 
UBRIZGAVANJEM BENZINA 
REZIME: Prikazana je šema sistema za napajanje gorivom koja je korišćena za modeliranje 
sistema koji su predložili autori, izabrani motor, sa tehničkim karakteristikama, usvojenim 
tipom sistema ubrizgavanja, osnovnim principom elektronskog ubrizgavanja benzina, 
predloženim proračunskim ciklusom za ubrizgavanje benzina. Na osnovu samostalno 
rayvijenog modela, autori su realizovali analitički proračun indikatorskog dijagrama. 
Navedeni dijagram je određen na eksperimentalnom stolu u p-V koordinatama. Koristeći 
jednačine iz karakterističnih tačaka, izračunati su parametri stanja u karakterističnim 
tačkama ciklusa motora. Prikazan je dijagram za analitički proračun pritiska u usisnoj grani i 
usisnog pritiska; varijacija ovih parametara je predstavljena u zavisnosti od brzine i 
temperature okoline. Prikazan je algoritam za analitički proračun za određivanje parametara 
motora. Podaci dobijeni proračunom upoređeni su sa onima dobijenim merenjima, a 
dobijeni rezultati pokazuju da su dobijene greške gotovo beznačajne. 

KLJUČNE REČI: ukupna zapremina, minimalna zapremina cilindra, maksimalna 
zapremina cilindra, stepen kompresije, doziranje, masa goriva, trajanje ubrizgavanja, 
prikazani dijagram 
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THE STUDY OF THE PROCESSES THAT TAKE PLACE IN GASOLINE 
INJECTION ENGINES 

Vasile Blaga, Mihai Blaga 

INTRODUCTION 

The mode of operation of the engine is defined by speed and load, but requires knowledge in 
addition to these and the thermal regime, ie parts temperature, coolant temperature, air 
temperature, exhaust temperature, altitude corrections, etc. [3] 

It is most often preferred that the opening time of the electromagnetic injector be based on 
the depression in the intake manifold, as the amount of petrol injected per cycle is correlated 
with the amount of air drawn in per cycle, the speed dependence in this case being lower, 
and speed corrections will be made to operating modes that require such corrections. 

Corrections to the fuel flow injected into the cylinder are required by a number of transient 
modes of engine operation, cold start, as well as coolant temperature, cylinder air 
temperature, lubricating oil temperature, atmospheric pressure. In view of all this, the basic 
principle expressed graphically in Figure 1 applies to the construction of the injection 
equipment. 

A fuel pump extracts the fuel from the tank and discharges it to the electromagnetic 
injectors. 

The gasoline pressure upstream of the injectors is kept constant by means of a pressure 
regulator which allows the return of excess gasoline discharged by the feed pump into the 
tank. [2] 

 
Figure 1. The basic principle of electronic fuel injection 

 The scheme of the fuel supply system used for the calculus is presented in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The fuel supply system: 1 – fuel tank; 2 – electric pump; 3 – fuel filter; 4 – 

pressure regulator; 5 – flow meter to measure the intake air quantity; 6 – computer; 7 – 
injection manifold; 8 – electromagnetic injectors; 9 – valve to measure the pressure in the 
system; 10 – throttle; pair – the environmental pressure; peg – the pressure of the exhaust 

gases; pi – the injection pressure; ptank – the pressure in the fuel tank. 

The modelling of the SI engine cycle proposed by the authors is realized by running a 
computer program. The engine cycle proposed by the authors for the analytical calculus is 
presented in figure 3.[5] 

The simplifying hypotheses that allow the definition of this cycle are the following: 

- the intake process takes place at a constant pressure pa, permanently lower than the 
atmospheric pressure po with the value of the pressure losses ∆pa characteristic of 
the intake process. The intake process begins at point r1 with the opening of the 
intake valve OIV and ends at the inner dead center TDC closing of the intake valve 
CIV; 

- the d-d1-r evacuation process takes place in two stages: after opening the exhaust 
valve OEV at BDC. the stage of free evacuation d-d1 at constant volume of the gas 
takes place during which the pressure decreases from pd to pr higher than the 
atmospheric pressure with the value of the pressure losses ∆pr characteristic of the 
exhaust route. The evacuation at constant pressure pr step d1-r follows, which ends 
with the closing of the exhaust valve CEV; 

- the connection between the exhaust valve and the intake valve is made by means of 
the isentropic expansion r-r1 of the waste gas. 

- the a-c compression process of the fresh mixture is assimilated with a constant 
polytropic exponent nc <kc during which the gas yields to the walls of the cylinder 
the heat Hpc; 

- the combustion process is schematized in two evolutions: the isochoric evolution c-
z in which the heat input is Hv and the polytrophic evolution of exponent nu <1 
which defines the post-firing and in which the agent receives the heat Hu; 
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- the expansion process begins with the theoretical completion of the combustion at 
point u being assimilated with a polytrophic of exponent nd1> kd which leads to the 
release of heat Hpd to the cylinder walls; 

- the thermal agent is considered to behave as a perfect gas with specific 
temperature-dependent heat. 

 
Figure 3. The engine cycle for the analytical calculus [1]. 

It is emphasized that the assimilation of the post-burning process with a non-subunit 
exponent polythrope is based on experimental data [5] which show that the final burning 
temperature Tu is higher than the final burning temperature Tz of constant volume burning c-
z, due to an intense release heat on the first z-u portion of the z-u-d process of lowering the 
gas pressure in the cylinder. 

By changing the exponent, the influence of the heat dissipation rate during post-firing 
cannot be highlighted, on the one hand, and on the other hand, experimental data can be 
used on the value of the polytropic exponent nd which characterizes the general expansion of 
z-u-d gases. In other words, by combining the post-combustion z-u of the exponent nu <1 
and the actual expansion u-d of the exponent nd1> kd, even the actual expansion z-d 
characterized as is known by a polytropic exponent 1 <nd <kd is obtained. 

The main notations used at the modelling are: α=pz/pc – the pressure raise ratio in the 
isochoric phase of the burning process; δ=Vu/Vz – the volume raise ratio in the afterburning 
process; ε1=Vu/Vz – the volume raise ratio during the expansion process; ψ0=Δpa/p0 – the 
relative pressure drop coefficient during the intake process; ψ1=Δpr/pr – the relative pressure 
drop coefficient during the exhaust process; ψ=pa/pr – the global coefficient of the pressure 
losses; φr=Td1/Tr – the ratio between the temperature at the end of the forced exhaust and the 
temperature at the end of the free exhaust.  

The initial data for the computation are the following: D=77∙10-3 m; – the cylinder bore; 
S=83,6∙10-3 m; the piston stroke; Vs=0,389∙10-3 m3;  – the swept volume; R=290 J/kg – the 
working fluid constant; Qi=44∙106 J/kg; – the net calorific value; L0=15 kg air/kg fuel – the 
stoichiometric air requirement; T0=293 K – the environmental temperature; p0=1∙105 Pa – 
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the environmental pressure; λ=1 – the excess air factor; ηar=0,9 – the burning process 
efficiency; ξ0=0,8 – the heat release coefficient; ξga=2 the gas-dynamic resistance factor of 
the intake manifold; ρ0=1,177 kg/m3 – the intake air density; d0=0,42∙D [m] – the inner 
diameter of the intake manifold at the valve port; n=500 … 5500 min-1 (with a variation 
from 100 to 100 min-1) – the crankshaft rotational speed; [m/s] – the mean piston speed; 
nu=0,9 – the polytropic coefficient of the afterburning process; ηp=0,96 – the plenitude 
coefficient of the engine cycle; pr=1,13∙105 Pa – the residual exhaust gas pressure (the 
pressure in point r).  

Below is presented the algorithm for the calculation of the state parameters of the working 
gas in the characteristic points of the engine cycle: point (a) – the end of the intake stroke; 
point (c) – the end of the compression process; point (z) – the end of the isochoric burning 
process; point (u) – the end of the afterburning process, point (d) – the end of the expansion 
process; point (d1) – the end of the free exhaust process.  

The logical scheme for the analytical calculation is presented in figure 8.[5]  

The computation program is structured on 10 procedures and functions. In addition to the 
values of the constants declared at the beginning of the program, one also considers as initial 
data, assumed known arbitrarily chosen from statistic data of the SI. engine cycle: 
Ta0=322 K, Tz0=2530 K, Tu0=2660 K, kc0=1,3, kv0=1,3, ku0=1,2, kd0=1,3 and ke0=1,3. Without 
these, it is not possible to calculate, generally speaking, all the other parameters that 
characterize the engine cycle. Thus, this initial data will play the role of parameters, the 
variables being explicitly the temperature between these thermal processes evolve. These 
temperatures are closely depending on the adiabatic coefficients which, in fact, are 
stabilized by the completion for several times of the engine cycle until these coefficients 
become constant, with an error of 0,000009. The decision for the exit from the cycle for a 
particular rotational speed is given by the decreasing of the constant error of the intake 
temperature (Ta) under the value 1,5 K. [5] 

1. THE CALCULATION OF THE PRESSURE IN THE INTAKE MANIFOLD PGA 
AND THE INLET PRESSURE PA 

Considering the intake process, the case when the engine fluid density is variable applies the 
Bernoulli gas flow equation, written for the inlet section 0-0 and section 2-2 (figure 4). [1] 

 
Figure 4. The sketch for the analytical calculation of pga and pa 
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It is written Bernoulli's relation between sections 0-0 and 1-1 to determine the pressure in 
the intake manifold pga, and then between sections 0-0 and 2-2, in which case determine the 
inlet pressure pa: 

The pressure at the intake valve port [3] and [4]: 

( ) ( )2
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2
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2

1
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41 1
2 30

sV
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where:  

- asa [m2] – the effective flow area through the orifice controlled by the intake valve; 

- ka=1,4 – the adiabatic exponent of the intake process. 

The pressure at the end of the intake stroke [1] and [4]: 
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4

2 0
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1 1s
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V dp p k n
d D

ξ
  = − + −  
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Figure 5. The variation of pressure in the intake manifold with speed and temperature  
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 Figure 6. The variation of inlet pressure with speed and ambient temperature 

 
 

Figure 7. Part of the calculation program Figure 8. The logical scheme for the 
calculus 

2. THE MODEL CALCULATION FOR CYCLE THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAM P 
– V 

The mathematics equation for transformation what make the thermodynamics cycle after 
who run Engines with spark Lightning study are: [7];[8] 
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2.1 The polytrophic compression a-c: 
2
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2.12.2. The isochors burn c-z:      

; ;c cp p V V ctα= = =  (5) 

3.12.3. The polytrophic relaxation z-u:  
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4.12.4 The polytrophic relaxation u-d: 
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, (7) 

5.12.5 The freely evacuation d-d1: 

1; ;d ap p V V= = , (8) 

6.12.6 The forced evacuation d1-r:  

1; ;d r cp p V V V= = = , (9) 

7.12.7 The adiabatic extend to evacuation r-r1: 
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 (10) 

8.12.8 Admissible at constant pressure r1-a: 

; ;a ap p V V= = , (11) 

Table 1. Representation of the entire the spark ignition engine cycle: 
The point pressure [105 Pa] Volume [dm3] 

a 0,8127299 0,43615 
c 16,6868451 0,04715 
z 54,6920726 0,04715 
u 38,4259264 0,06979 
d 3,6384934 0,43615 

d1 1,14469 0,43615 
r 1,14469 0,04715 

r1 0,8127299 0,06159 
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nciclu := n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n8   

ic := 1 .. niclu nciclu = 230 

pi1 := p1i1 Vi1 := V1i1 

pn1 + i2 := p2i2 Vn1 + i2 := V2i2 

pn1 + n2 + i3 := p3i3 Vn1 + n2 + i3 := V3i3 

pn1 + n2 + n3 + i4 := p4i4  Vn1 + n2 + n3 + i4 := V4i4 

 pn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + i5 := p5i5 Vn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + i5 := V5i5 

pn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + i6 := p6i6 
Vn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + i6 := V6i6 

pn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 +  i7 := p7i7 Vn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 +  i7 := V7i7 

pn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 +  n7 + i8 := p8i8 Vn1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 +  n7 + i8 := V8i8 

 
 Figure 9. The gas exchange diagram 
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Figure 10. The calculated indicated diagram.  

The computation program was realized in Mathcad and part of it is shown in figure 9.  

The calculated indicated diagram, obtained with this computer program, is presented in 
figure 10. 

3. THE REAL INDICATED DIAGRAM  

The general configuration of a test bed for the measurement of the parameters of a S.I. 
engine. The test bed on which the experimental data were acquired is provided with an 
electric machine with eddy currents of a W130 Shenk type. [9] 

The data acquisition system sums 32 measurement lines to measure the pressure, the 
temperature, the rotational speed, the torque, the environmental parameters and so. The data 
acquisition and processing are automatically made by using a processes computer that is 
provided with a set of programs necessary for the execution of the set of especially 
programs to emit the commands necessary to execute the probs included in the testing 
procedures and for the automatic processing of the data recorded during the testing. 

The transducers and the experimental devices are of:  

- a resistive type – their verification was made with testers to verify the resistance 
depending on the cooling liquid temperature and on the intake air temperature;  

- an inductive type, in which a magnetic field created by a permanent magnet has a 
good magnetic conductibility.  
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The variation of the magnetic field induces in the electromagnetic coil an electric current of 
voltage (V), that is directed through a cable to the electronic command unit. The setup of the 
test bed is presented in figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. The test bed used to obtain the indicated diagram. 

The pressure inside the cylinder was measured using a pressure sensor for combustion 
analysis AVL GH 14 DK. Its characteristics are presented in figure 12. 
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Figure 12. The pressure sensor used for tests and its characteristics 

4. TEST SCHEDULE 

The object   Engine type: 106-20 

Features: 1557 cm3 tranverse plasament motors ε= 9,25 supply/ignition with Bosch Mono-
Motronic M.A. 1.7 

The purpose:  

Contributions to gasoline injection molding on 106-20 type engine. Definition of injection 
timing and ignition advance maps and correction charts function to ensure the dryveability 
of cars.[5] 
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 Figure 13. The injection duration cartography 

 
Figure 14. The ignition advance cartography 
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Figure 15. The real indicated diagram 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The model for gasoline injection system was proposed, the author used the Bosch Mono-
Motronic M.A.1.7 system, adapted to the engine of the Dacia Logan car. The study was 
made to choose the optimum excess air coefficient for the operation of gasoline injection 
engines. [5] 

The calculation of the intake manifold pressure and the intake pressure in two cases was 
calculated; when the density of the motor fluid is constant and the case closer to reality 
when the density of the motor fluid is variable. In the program for calculating the parameters 
of the SI engine were the relationships in the second case. The three-dimensional variations 
of the pressure in the intake manifold pga and the inlet pressure pa were represented 
according to the engine speed and the ambient temperature, at the value of the excess air 
coefficient λ = 1 and po = 1 • 102 kPa, resulting from the program in the annex B. With the 
program in Annex A, the three-dimensional variations of the pressure in the intake manifold 
pga and the inlet pressure pa can be determined depending on the engine speed and the 
coefficient of excess air at ambient temperature to = -35ºC… 45ºC and po = 1 • 102 kPa. 
Temperatures in the range –35ºC and 45ºC, are denoted by 5 in 5ºC with To1, To2… To17. 
[5] 

The modelling the SI engine with gasoline injection proposed by the author consists in 
presenting the initial data of the calculate on program; calculating and correlating the 
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expressions of the parameters of the SI engine with the injection of gasoline for the 
implementation of the calculation programs in Annexes A and B. The calculation cycle of 
the proposed gasoline injection SI engine is an auxiliary cycle for the computer simulation 
of the gasoline injection. [5] 

The computer simulation allows the determination of the proposed theoretical technical-
economic parameters: the proposed theoretical mechanical work corresponding to the 
rounded diagram, the proposed theoretical pressure, the proposed theoretical efficiency, the 
proposed specific theoretical consumption. The pressures of mechanical and pumping losses 
are calculated, with the help of which the effective theoretical technical-economic 
parameters of the engine are calculated. [5] 

By changing the conditions of the environment, the intake process is affected, there are 
changes in the combustion process, because the state conditions of the initial mixture 
change. As a result, the volumetric efficiency, the excess air factor, the indicated and 
efficient efficiency, ie all the factors that decide the level of power and specific fuel 
consumption will suffer deviations from their optimal values. In order to determine the 
optimal values for measurements, the atmospheric and altitude conditions under which these 
measurements are made and the net calorific value of the fuel must be taken into account. 

Table 2. The comparison between the calculated and the real pressures in the characteristic 
points of the engine cycle. 

The point 
 

The calculated 
pressure [Pa] 

The measured 
pressure [Pa] 

a 81272 81200 
c 1668684 1667000 
z 5469207 5462000 
u 3842592 3841000 
d 363849 363000 
d1 114469 111300 
r 114469 111400 
r1 81272 81200 

It turns out that the differences between the two data sets are in the interval 0-2,68 %. The 
calculated value of the pressure at the end of the intake process is 0.09% higher than 
measured. The calculated pressure at the end of the compression stroke is 0.11% higher than 
measured. The pressure difference at this point is small, because in this part (until the end of 
the compression stroke) only small amounts of fuel burn and, therefore, no significant 
amount of heat is released.  

The difference between the calculated and the measured value of the pressure at the end of 
the isochoric combustion, this is only 0.14%. However, the calculated value is higher than 
the measured value. At the end of post-combustion, the calculated pressure is 0.05% higher 
than the measured one. 

These small differences explain the fact that in the engine during combustion there are other 
phenomena that could not be included in the calculation program, the amount of fuel burned 
in the isochoric phase is higher than the real one. In the post-combustion, in the theoretical 
cycle, a smaller amount of fuel remains to be burned. At the end of the expansion stroke, the 
calculated value of the pressure is higher than that measured by 0.24%.      
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The biggest difference is in the case of the exhaust pressure (2.68%). However, the 
calculated value is greater than the measured value. The values of the temperatures 
calculated in the characteristic points of the engine cycle were compared with those in the 
statistical data. It has been observed that the calculated values fall within the recommended 
ranges. For a better comparison between the calculated and the experimental data, the two 
diagrams were superimposed in Figure 16. [5] 

 
Figure 16. The overlap of the calculated and the measured indicated diagram. 

Figure 16 shows that, at the end of the compression stroke, the difference between the 
calculated and the measured values is quite small (maximum 0.11%) and the area between 
the two curves is very small.  

As mentioned earlier, this difference is due to the fact that the engine operating process is 
very complex and is influenced by many factors, which can influence the thermal processes 
in the engines. 

A relatively large difference (maximum 2.5%) is also recorded at the beginning of the 
expansion race, corresponding to the delay in the theoretical cycle. This difference can be 
explained by the fact that the estimated amount of fuel burned in the actual cycle is higher 
than the theoretical one calculated are smaller than the real ones. There are some differences 
between the calculated and measured pressures in the second part of the expansion stroke, 
where the calculated values are higher than the measured ones (around 2.6%). The error can 
be reduced by changing the exponent of the expansion process. 

The practical application of this calculus involves, on one hand, the improving of the 
physical-mathematical model, so that it will be as close as possible to the real development 
of the gasoline injection process. This means the reduction of the theoretical assumption and 
the calibration of some of the computation parameters, based on the experimental values. A 
theoretical model to compute with sufficient precision the thermal processes that take place 
in a SI engine can be useful for the development of new propulsion systems for road 
vehicles.  
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Many think that the transition to the full electric vehicles is a hybrid propulsion system. A 
variant is the inline hybrid propulsion system. In this case, the thermal engine should 
provide the energy to power the traction electric motor. The main advantage is the fact that 
the thermal engine can function at a single regime. This means that the adjustments that are 
necessary for the functioning at different regimes are no longer necessary. [10] 

If it is possible the development of a model for the study of the ICE functioning at low or 
medium loads, it will be possible to determine the parameters that ensure minimum fuel 
consumption and polluting emissions at a specific functioning regime.  

The model proposed in this paper, which proved to have a very good precision (and that can 
be improved) can be used to study the functioning of SI engines in different conditions.  

The program was used for the study of other normally aspirated SI engines with gasoline 
injection. 

The authors intend to use this model for turbocharged engines also.[10] 
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper was to present Advanced High-Strength Steels 
(AHSS) and their manufacturing processes, as well as to emphasize their complexity. The 
AHSSs were created as a solution to reduce the weight of parts and structures in 
transportation industries (automotive, airplane and truck industry). Regarding the 
development of the AHSSs, it was divided in three generation. Besides implementation of 
materials with higher strength, lower mass of structures could be achieved by application of 
materials of a lower density (e.g., aluminium and titanium). Application of the lightweight 
materials directly results in lowering the structures’ mass, and it positively affects energy 
efficiency, preservation of the environment and lowering the pollution levels. However, 
there are still numerous problems and disadvantages, related to the application of 
lightweight materials, primarily with processing (low machinability, deformability, as well 
as weldability). Besides the processing problems, mentioned materials have higher prices 
than steel; therefore, development of new steel grades, as well as development of new 
methods for realizing the higher strength was initiated. It is already well known from the 
literature that by implementing the selected heat treatment procedures (varying the heating 
and cooling regimes), the steel properties could be altered. It was thus concluded that 
combination of the heat treatment and plastic deformation in steel production can result in 
increasing the steel strength, while simultaneously keeping the good deformability and even 
weldability. 
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PREGLED NAPREDNIH ČELIKA POVIŠENE JAČINE KORIŠĆENIH U 
AUTOMOBILSKOJ INDUSTRIJI 

REZIME: Cilj ovog rada je da prikaže napredne čelike povišene jačine, načine njihovog 
dobijanja, kao i da ukaže na složenost pojedinih proizvodnih postupaka. Nastali su kao 
težnja da se smanji masa konstrukcija i delova koji se koiriste u transportnoj industriji. Iz 
ugla razvoja, mogu se podeliti u tri grupe. Masa konstrukcija se osim upotrebom jačih 
materijala može smanjiti i primenom materijala koji imaju manju gustinu (npr. Al ili Ti). 
Upotreba lakih materijala direktno utiče na smanjenje mase i pozitivno deluje na povećanje 
energetske efikasnosti i prirodne sredine. Uprkos brojnim prednostima, postoje i nedostaci 
koji ograničavaju primenu ovih materijala. Ovi nedostaci su primarno vezani za proizvodne 
procese (smanjena obradivost rezanjem i deformisanjem, loša zavarljivost i sl.). Pomenuti 
laki metali, Al i Ti, osim pomenutih nedostataka imaju i visoku cenu u odnosu na čelike, te 
se njihovo polje primene dodatno sužava. Zbog svega gore navedenog započet je razvoj 
čelika povišene jačine kao i novih kombinacija mehanizama ojačanja koji dovode do porasta 
jačine čelika. Iz literature je poznato da se termičkom obradom može uticati na svojstva 
čelika, a u kombinaciji sa obradom deformisanjem na visokim temperaturama, uspevaju da 
se dobiju visoke vrednosti jačine i da se zadrži adekvatna plastičnost, a na nekim mestima 
čak i zavarljivost. 

AHSS, quenching, annealing, heat treatment, tempering 

KLJUČNE REČI: AHSS, kaljenje, žarenje, termička obrada, otpuštanje 

© 2022 Published by University of Kragujevac, Faculty of Engineering 
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REVIEW OF ADVANCED HIGH-STRENGTH STEELS AND THEIR 
MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES 

Djordje Ivković, Dragan Adamović, Dušan Arsić, Nada Ratković, Andjela Mitrović, Ružica 
Nikolić  

INTRODUCTION 

As the trends in modern industry are increasingly oriented towards the preservation of 
natural resources, increasing energy efficiency, reducing the harmful gases emission, as well 
as the carbon footprint, it is necessary to make adequate changes to fulfil the mentioned 
requirements. In the transportation industry, the change that effectively provides for these 
requirements to be met is related to reducing the mass of the steel structures. By using the 
composite or light-weight materials (Al, Ti and their alloys) that have the lower density 
and/or higher strength than steels, the mass of the structure can be significantly reduced. At 
the expense of the smaller mass, obtained by use of these materials, the production process 
is made more difficult due to their poor machinability by cutting and deforming, as well as 
poor weldability of the composite and light-weight materials, which all result in the price 
increase of the final product. To keep the processing method as simple as possible and the 
products’ price as low as possible, development of the special high-strength steels started in 
the last decades of the 20th century. Compared to the classic steels, the new materials have 
significantly higher strength, with their machinability by cutting and deforming, as well as 
weldability, being at the required level [1]. The high strength of these steels is a result of the 
application of the complex thermal (heat), thermomechanical and mechanical processing 
procedures. Thus, the high strength allows the dimensions of the cross-sections of parts to 
be smaller; subsequently the amount of material used and the weight of structures became 
smaller. Regarding the industry of vehicle production, amount of AHSS used in vehicle 
body production increases each year (Figure 1). Nowadays, HSS are used in vehicles not 
only for body parts but for even more reliable components of the cars [2]. 

 
Figure 1. Amount of AHSS steel used in vehicle body production [1] 
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2. REVIEW OF THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AHSS 

2.1 The first generation AHSS 

Sheets of tensile strength higher than 500 MPa belong to a group of the so-called high-
strength steels (HSS). They possess a complex microstructure, which is usually composed of 
ferrite, bainite, martensite and residual austenite. The first generation AHSSs includes the 
Dual Phase steels (DP), Complex Phase steels (CP), TRansformation Induced Plasticity 
steels (TRIP) and the martensitic steels. These steels were created as a result of the need for 
materials of a greater strength as compared to the classic steels. As with other steel 
materials, the rule applies here that as the strength increases, the plasticity decreases. From 
figure 2 one can conclude that the TRIP steels have the lowest strength but the highest 
plasticity, while for the martensitic steels the situation is quite opposite. They have the 
highest strength, but the lowest plasticity, [3]. 

 
Figure 2. Mechanical characteristics of the advanced high strength steels [3] 

2.1.1 The DP (Dual-phase) steels 

Due to the favorable relationship between the strength and plasticity, the DP steels have the 
greatest application in the automotive industry. The tensile strength value ranges from 420 
to 1030 MPa, and the elongation from 5 to 28 %. The chemical composition of some of the 
DP steels is shown in table 1, while their mechanical properties are shown in table 2. The 
microstructure of the DP steel is made of a ferritic matrix containing martensite. The 
maximum share of martensite is 40 % and the steels’ mechanical characteristics depend on it 
[3, 4]. An example of microstructure of the DP steel is shown in Figure 3. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of certain DP steels’ classes, wt% [4] 
Designation 
according to  

EN 10336:2006 

max  
C 

max 
Si 

max  
Mn 

max  
P 

max  
S Al max  

Cu 
max  

B 
max 

Ti+Nb 

max  
Cr 
+ 

Mo 
HCT490X 0.14 0.5 1.8 0.05 0.01 0.01-1.5 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.0 

HCT780X 0.18 0.8 2.5 0.05 0.01 0.015-
1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.4 

HCT1180G2 0.23 1.0 2.9 0.05 0.01 0.015-
1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.0 
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Table 2. Mechanical characteristics of certain DP steels’ classes [4] 
Designation according to EN 10336:2006 Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A80, 

 % 
HCT490X 290-380 490-600 24 
HCT780X 440-550 780-900 14 

HCT1180G2 900-1100 1180-1350 5 

 
Figure 3. Ferritic-martensitic microstructure of the DP steels [4] 

2.1.2 The CP (Complex Phase) steels 

These steels were so named due to their microstructure, which contains several different 
structural phases. The chemical composition of these steels is similar to composition of the 
DP steels. They are characterized by the high strength, while their plasticity is very low. 
They are the most widely used for production of columns and beams, as well as other 
simpler parts in the automotive industry [5]. 
The chemical composition as well as mechanical properties of some CP steels are shown in 
tables 3 and 4, respectively. As an example, the CP 800 steel microstructure is shown in 
Figure 4. It contains 42 % ferrite, 40 % bainite, 13 % martensite and 5 % residual austenite, 
[3, 5]. 

Table 3. Chemical composition of certain CP steels’ classes, wt%, [5] 
Designation 
according to 

EN 
10346:2009 

max 
C 

max 
Si 

max 
Mn 

max 
P 

max 
S Al max 

Cu 
max 

B 

max 
Ti + 
Nb 

max  
Cr+Mo 

HCT600C 0.1 0.4 1,6 - - - - - - - 

HCT780C 0.18 1.0 2.5 0.05 0.01 0.15-
1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.0 

HCT980C 0.23 1.0 2.7 0.05 0.01 0.015-
1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.0 

Table 4 Mechanical characteristics of certain CP steels’ classes, [5] 
Designation according to  

EN 10336:2006 Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A80, % 

HCT600C 360-440 600-700 19 
HCT780C 570-720 780-920 10 
HCT980C 780-950 980-1140 6 
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Figure 4. Microstructure of the CP800 steel [5] 

2.1.3 The TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) steels 

Steels of this class contain carbon in the range of 0.1 to 0.4 % and alloying elements, such as 
Si, Al, Ti, Ni and V. Depending on the chemical composition of these steels, their strength 
ranges from 500 to 1050 MPa, and elongation from 12 to 32 %. Due to the good ratio of 
strength and plasticity, they are intended for the manufacturing the complex parts of 
automobile structures. The chemical composition and mechanical characteristics of some of 
the TRIP steels are presented in tables 5 and 6, respectively, [3,6]. 
The microstructure of the TRIP steels is complex. It basically consists of a ferrite-bainite 
matrix containing 5 to 20 % of the residual austenite. Thanks to this microstructure, these 
steels have good deformability properties. The share of ferrite in the ferrite-bainite matrix 
has the greatest impact on mechanical properties of these steels, [3, 6]. Figure 5 shows an 
example of the TRIP steel’s microstructure. 

 
Figure 5. Example of TRIP steel microstructure [3] 

A special feature of the TRIP steels is the increase in strength during deformation since the 
residual austenite is transformed into martensite [6]. That is why these steels are primarily 
used for production of the car body parts that are the most often exposed to deformation 
during a collision. The increase in strength of the parts during their deformation directly 
affects the increase in the safety of passengers in the car [3, 6]. 
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Table 5. Chemical composition of the TRIP steels, wt%, [7, 8] 
Designation according 

to  
EN 10346:2009 

max  
C 

max  
Si 

max  
Mn 

max  
P 

max 
S Al max  

Cu 
max  

B 

max 
Ti + 
Nb 

max  
Cr+ 
Mo 

HCT690T 0.24 2.0 2.2 0.05 0.01 0.015-
2.0 0.2 0.005 0.2 0.6 

HCT780T 0.25 2.2 2.5 0.05 0.01 0.015-
2.0 0.2 0.005 0.2 0.6 

Table 6. Mechanical characteristics of the TRIP steels [7, 8] 
Designation according to  

EN 10346:2009 Rp0.2, MPa Rm,  
MPa 

A80, 
% 

HCT690T 40-520 690-800 24 
HCT780T 450-570 780-910 21 

2.1.4 Martensitic steels 

These steels were developed due to the need for steels with extremely high values of tensile 
strength. Their microstructure contains predominantly martensite, due to which the tensile 
strength of these steels is within range 720 to 1680 MPa, and the elongation is within range 
3 to 15 %. The chemical composition and mechanical characteristics of some martensitic 
steels are shown in tables 7 and 8, respectively. Due to those exceptionally high mechanical 
properties, these steels are often subjected to tempering prior to forming, or the forming is 
done with preheating, and the forming itself is done in a tool that is cooled by the flowing 
water. In this way, the molded part obtains the martensitic structure, which comes as a result 
of the contact between the material in the initial state and the working surfaces of the tool 
[3, 9]. 

Table 7 Chemical composition of certain martensitic steels’ classes, wt%, [9] 
Designation 
according to  

VDA 239-100 

max 
C 

max 
Si 

max 
Mn 

max 
P 

max 
S Al max 

Cu 
max 

B 

max  
Ti  
+ 

Nb 

max 
Cr+ 
Mo 

CR1030Y130
T-MS 0.28 1.0 2.0 0.02 0.025 ≥ 0.010 0.2 0.01 0.15 1 

CR1220Y150
0T-MS 0.28 1 2 0.02 0.025 ≥ 0.010 0.2 0.01 0.15 1 

CR1350Y170
0T-MS 0.35 1 3 0.02 0.025 ≥ 0.010 0.2 0.01 0.15 1 

Table 8 Mechanical characteristics of certain martensitic steels’ classes [9] 
Designation according to  

VDA 239-100 
Rp0.2, 
 MPa 

Rm, 
 MPa 

A80, 
 % 

CR1030Y130T-MS 1030-1330 1300-1550 3 
CR1220Y1500T-MS 1220-1520 1500-1750 3 

As emphasized at the beginning, these steels’ microstructure is composed of a martensitic 
matrix containing small shares of ferrite and bainite. The martensitic steel CR1220Y1500T-
MS microstructure is presented in figure 6. 

2.2 The second generation AHSS 

As it was shown, the first generation AHSS possesses great strength, but elongation and 
plasticity are low, especially for martensitic steels. Due to the lower plasticity, deformation 
rates during forming procedures such as bending and deep drawing are reduced and the risk 
of crack appearance is increased. In automotive industries, parts often have complex design 
and to produce such parts, greater plasticity is required, and researchers began developing 
the second generation AHSS. 
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Design of the second generation of AHSS is based on austenitic microstructure, which 
offers greater plasticity and formability in comparison to the first generation, but strength 
levels are not drastically reduced, [3]. The second generation of the AHSS includes the 
TWIP (TWinning Induced Plasticity) steels, L-IP (Lightweight Induced Plasticity) steels and 
austenitic stainless steels. 

 
Figure 6. Microstructure example of the martensitic steels [3] 

2.2.1 The TWIP (TWinning Induced Plasticity) steels 

The TWIP steels have austenitic microstructure, which is retained at room temperatures due 
to high Mn content (22 % to 30 %). Besides Mn, the TWIP steels also contain fair amount 
of Al (maximum 10 %), as well as Si (maximum 3 %). Tendency to create twins in 
microstructure allows for the great strength to be achieved. Austenitic microstructure allows 
for elongation values to range from 60 to 90 % and their tensile strength exceeds 1000 MPa. 
The high strength results from austenitic microstructure ability to form twins, which are 
blocking movement of dislocation, thus increasing strength. [3, 10, 11]. 

The chemical composition and mechanical properties of some TWIP steels are shown in 
tables 9 and 10, respectively, and a microstructure example is given in figure 7. 

Table 9. Chemical composition of some TWIP steels, wt%, [2, 9] 
Designation according to BS Mn Si Al C 

Fe -15Mn-4Si-2Al 16.2 4.0 1.8 0.2 
Fe-20Mn-3Si-3Al 20.1 2.8 2.9 0.4 
Fe-25-Mn-4Si-2Al 25.5 3.9 1.8 0.3 
Fe-30Mn-4Si-2Al 28.7 4.0 2.0 0.2 
Fe-30Mn-2Si-4Al 30.6 2.0 3.9 0.1 

Table 10. Mechanical properties of some TRIP steels [2, 9] 
Designation according to BS Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A, % 

Fe -15Mn-4Si-2Al 190 1080 39 
Fe-20Mn-3Si-3Al 300 840 82 
Fe-25-Mn-4Si-2Al 280 770 69 
Fe-30Mn-4Si-2Al 220 770 75 
Fe-30Mn-2Si-4Al 210 570 83 

2.2.2 The L-IP (Lightweight Induced Plasticity) steels 

This steel group is still in development. Up to now, it is known that their strength ranges 
between 1000 to 1100 MPa, and elongation values reach up to 80 %. Application of this 
steel group could be found in automotive industry for producing parts with complex 
geometry, due to their good plasticity values [3]. 
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Figure 7. Microstructure of annealed Fe-30Mn steel [3] 

2.2.3 Austenitic stainless steels 

Austenitic stainless steels contain more than 12 % of Cr dissolved in solid solution, thus 
they are resistant to corrosion. This steel group besides Cr contains high values of Ni (max 
35 %), which allows austenite to be stable at room temperatures. Addition of Ni drastically 
increases production costs due to its high price. Yield stress values range from 200 to 400 
MPa, tensile strength values from 900 to 1200 MPa, and elongation values from 40 to 45 %. 
In comparison to other steels, they have good strength and formability with addition of 
corrosion resistance, so they can be used in more aggressive environment, [3]. The chemical 
composition and mechanical properties of some austenitic stainless steels are shown in 
tables 11 and 12, respectively, and microstructure example is given in figure 8. 

 

Table 11. Chemical composition of some austenitic stainless steels, wt%, [12] 
Designation according to EN 

10088.2 max C maxN max Mn max Si Cr max Ni 

X8CrNiS18-9 0.15 - 2.0 1.0 17-19 8-10 

X5CrNi18-10 0.07 0.1 2.0 0.75 17.5-
19.5 8-10.5 

X8CrNi25-21 0.25 - 2.0 1.5 24-26 19.22 
X5CrNiMo17-12-2 0.08 0.1 2.0 0.75 16-18 10-14 

Table 12 Mechanical properties of some austenitic stainless steels [12] 
Designation according to EN 10088.2 Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A50, % 

X8CrNiS18-9 300 650 45 
X5CrNi18-10 205 515 40 
X8CrNi25-21 205 515 40 

X5CrNiMo17-12-2 205 515 40 

 
Figure 8. Microstructure example of austenite stainless steel [3] 
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2.3 The third generation AHSS 

As the second generation AHSS is based on austenite microstructure, those steels contain 
high values of Cr and Ni to allow austenite to be stable at room temperature. The addition of 
mentioned components drastically increases price of steel, thus greatest disadvantage of 
second generation AHSS is their high price. Developing cheaper steels with similar 
properties represents the key for wider application of AHSS, [12]. 
Development of third generation AHSS is based on the goal to achieve similar plasticity of 
second generation AHSS, but with significantly lower price. The third generation AHSS 
includes Q&P (Quenching and Partitioning) steels, Medium Mn steels and Trip Aided 
Bainitic Ferrite (TBF) steels. 

2.3.1 The Q&P (Quenching and Partitioning) steels 

These steels typically contain C (0.1 - 0.3 %), Si and/or Al (1 - 2 %) as well as Mn (1.5 - 3 
%). The yield stress values range from 600 to 1150 MPa, tensile strength from 980 to 1300 
MPa and elongation from 8 - 22 %. One can conclude that strength values are higher than of 
the second-generation steels, with reduced formability. However, it needs to be emphasized 
that the price of the third-generation steels is significantly lower. Mechanical properties of 
some Q&P steels are given in table 13. Steels from this group are often used to produce 
parts of vehicle chassis such as B-pillars, [14]. 

Table 13 Mechanical properties of some Q&P steels [15] 
Designation of steel Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A, % 

QP980 698 1057 20 
QP1180 990 1188 16 

The microstructure of these steels is composed of austenite (5 - 12 %), ferrite (20 - 40 %) 
and martensite (50 - 80 %). As the ratio of mentioned phases changes, the steel’s properties 
vary accordingly. Example of a microstructure is presented in figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Microstructure of Q&P steel [16] 

2.3.2 The medium Mn steels 
This steel group has fine grain ferritic-austenitic microstructure. Percentage of austenite in 
microstructure can vary from 20 to 40 %, based on required properties and chemical 
composition. Typical for this steel group is that they contain C (0.05 - 0.4 %), Si (1- 3 %) 
and Mn (3 - 12 %). The yield stress values range from 400 to 1150 MPa, tensile strength 
from 780 to 1350 MPa and elongation ranges from 15 to 60 %. A microstructure example is 
given in figure 10, [14]. 
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Figure 10. Microstructure of Medium Mn steel [17] 

2.3.3 The TBF (Trip Aided Bainitic Ferrite) steels 

The TBF steels are similar to Q&P steels and the first grades of this group were produced in 
Japan. The yield stress value is around 790 MPa, tensile strength around 1240 MPa, and 
elongation 16.5 %. These steels are alloyed with Mn, Al, Nb and Cr and their microstructure 
is composed of bainite, ferrite and austenite. The share of austenite has the great effect on 
plasticity and can be controlled through the carbon content. [18]. 
The chemical composition and mechanical properties of some TBF steels are given in tables 
14 and 15, respectively. The microstructure of TBF steels is shown on figure 11. 

Table 14. Chemical composition of some TBF steels, wt%, [19] 
Designation 
according to 

VDA 239-100 

max 
C 

max 
Si 

max 
Mn 

max 
P 

max 
S Al max 

Cu 
max 

B 

mac 
Ti + 
Nb 

max 
Cr+ Mo 

CR330Y590T-
DH 0.15 0.8 2.5 0.05 0.01 0.015-

1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.4 

CR440Y780T-
DH 0.18 0.8 2.5 0.05 0.01 0.015-

1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.4 

CR700Y980T-
DH 0.23 1.8 2.9 0.05 0.01 0.015-

1.0 0.2 0.005 0.15 1.4 

Table 15. Mechanical properties of some TBF steels, [20] 
Designation according to VDA 239-100 Rp0.2, MPa Rm, MPa A80, % 

CR330Y590T-DH 330-440 590-700 26 
CR440Y780T-DH 440-550 780-900 18 
CR700Y980T-DH 700-850 980-1130 13 

 
Figure 11. Microstructure example of TBF steel [3] 

3. REVIEW OF PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING THE THIN SHEETS OF 
INCREASED STRENGTH STEELS  

3.1 Thermal and thermomechanical processes for obtaining the first generation AHSS 

3.1.1 DP steels 

The name of these steels indicates that there are two phases in their microstructure. That 
structure consists of a ferrite matrix in which martensite particles are wedged. The 
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maximum share of martensite in the microstructure of these steels is 40 %, and with that 
share increase in the microstructure, the strength and hardness increase, as well, [3]. 
The production of the cold-rolled DP steels is primarily based on the heating and heating-
through of the previously obtained cold-rolled steel strips of the appropriate chemical 
composition, to a temperature in the interval between Ac1 and Ac3. In this temperature 
interval, the microstructure of the steel consists of ferrite and austenite. With an increase in 
the heating temperature (approaching the critical temperature Ac3), the proportion of 
austenite increases, as well as the amount of carbon that can be dissolved in the austenite. 
To limit the share of martensite to 40 %, the maximum heating and heating-through 
temperature of these steels should be 800 °C, [3]. 
The heating-through is followed by cooling, where the cooling rate is higher than the critical 
one. In that way, the austenite with dissolved carbon forms martensite particles, which are 
distributed in the ferrite matrix. Figure 12 shows the thermal cycle for obtaining the cold-
rolled DP steel, [3]. This first assumes that the appropriate semi-finished product from the 
ironworks is heated to a temperature between 1180 and 1250 °C, when it is rolled. After 
obtaining a strip of appropriate thickness, it is slowly cooled to a temperature between Ac1 
and Ac3, to obtain a mixture of ferrite and austenite in the microstructure. This is followed 
by the rapid cooling from that range, which results in the two-phase microstructure. The 
schematics of this procedure is presented in Figure 13, [2].  

 
Figure 12. Thermal cycle for obtaining the cold-rolled DP steels [1] 

 
Figure 13. Schematics of producing the hot-rolled DP steels [2] 

3.1.2 CP steels 

The CP steels have an interphase microstructure. It consists of a ferrite-bainite matrix in 
which there are small shares of martensite, residual austenite and pearlite. Obtaining these 
steels implies that the starting semi-finished product is first heated to the high-austenitic 
temperature region, where the carbon content is 0.2 %. After the heating, the steel is cooled 
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down to a temperature between 900 and 800 °C, when it is rolled. After the rolling, the part 
is heated-through for 60 s, during which the ferrite-austenitic structure is obtained, and the 
carbon content increases to 0.4 %. The heating-through is then followed by the slow cooling 
to a temperature of 450 °C, where the steel is isothermally held for 90 s, which results in 
formation of a small share of bainite, and the carbon share increases to 1.2 %. After the 
isothermal holding, the thin strips are wound and then cooled to a room temperature. The 
thermal process of obtaining these steels is shown in Figure 14, [3].  

 
Figure 14. Thermomechanical process of obtaining the CP steels [3] 

3.1.3 TRIP steels 

The microstructure of these steels is also the interphase one. It is formed from a ferrite 
matrix in which the residual austenite and bainite are wedged. The process starts with rolling 
in the austenitic region, followed by cooling to 800 °C. At this temperature, the steel is 
heated-through for 60 s, which is followed by rapid cooling to 450 °C, where the steel is 
held isothermally for 90 s. This isothermal holding results in formation of a certain amount 
of bainite in the ferrite matrix. After the holding at 450 °C, the steel is wound to a coil and 
cooled to ambient temperature. The comparison of procedures for obtaining the DP and 
TRIP steel is schematically shown in Figure 15, [3]. 

 
Figure 15. Comparison of production procedures of the DP and TRIP steels [2] 
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3.1.4 Martensitic steels 

Steels of this kind predominantly contain martensite in microstructure. It is obtained in two 
ways, while both ways imply the rapid cooling of the steel from the austenite region. 
The first way of obtaining such a microstructure refers to the hot-rolled steels, which are 
cooled down quickly, immediately after the rolling at elevated temperatures is finished, [3]. 
The second method implies that the previously obtained sheet metal strips are heated above 
the critical temperatures; they are then heated through at those temperatures and then cooled 
quickly, [3]. 
In both cases, due to heating to temperatures within the range 900 to 950 ᵒC and rapid 
cooling, the final microstructure of the steel is martensite, [3]. Figure 16 shows the 
thermomechanical and thermal processes for obtaining these steels. 

  
a) b) 

Figure 16. Thermomechanical (a) and thermal (b) procedures of obtaining the martensitic 
steels [3] 

3.2 Thermal and thermomechanical processes for obtaining the second generation 
AHSS 

3.2.1 TWIP steels 

Typical procedure for obtaining the TWIP steels is based on appropriate thermomechanical 
procedure (Figure 17), which consist of the hot rolling, annealing, and quenching. the hot 
rolling is conducted in austenite region at 900 °C, afterwards follow the heating and 
annealing at 1150 °C. As annealing is finished, cooling in nitrogen gas is executed to obtain 
austenite. Water cooling could be conducted when martensite phase is required, [3].  

 
Figure 17. Example of thermomechanical procedure for TWIP steel production [2] 
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3.2.2 L-IP steels 

For this steel group there is no much data available, as the fact is that they are still being 
developed. 

3.2.3 Austenitic stainless steels 

Steels of this group are obtained through already known procedures of continuous casting of 
liquid steel with proper chemical composition (Cr, Ni …), with slight difference in the final 
production steps. For some austenitic stainless steels, the final step consists of the solution 
annealing at 1000 to 1100 °C to dissolve the formed carbides. The intense cooling is 
conducted from that temperature, without the phase transformation. [3] 

3.3 Thermal and thermomechanical processes for obtaining the third generation AHSS 

3.3.1 Q&P steels 

The Q&P steels are obtained through the procedure, which consists of quenching and 
reheating. The quenching is done from austenite region to temperature between Ms and Mf, 
so that the slight amount of residual austenite is kept. After the quenching, steel is heated 
again to a temperature that is slightly above the Ms temperature, so that carbon, which is 
dissolved in residual austenite, could be partitioned into the acicular form [20, 21]. The 
typical heat treatment cycle is given in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. Thermomechanical procedure for production of Q&P steels [3] 

3.3.2 Medium Mn steels 

This steel group is produced through a special procedure (Figure 19), which begins with the 
hot rolling of the steel strip in austenite region. Through the initial hot rolling strips are 
rolled to thickness of 4 mm and temperature of the last pass needs to be higher than 800 °C. 
After the last pass, the strip is water cooled to room temperature. After the initial hot rolling, 
heating up to temperature interval from 700 to 800 °C is done and the strip is rolled down to 
required thickness. It needs to be emphasized that after each rolling, reheating to the 
mentioned temperature is required, to recover the deformed steel grains. After the final 
rolling, the steel strip is cooled down to room temperature and obtained steel microstructure 
consists of fine-grained ferrite-austenite microstructure, [22]. 
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Figure 19. Example of thermomechanical procedure for producing Medium Mn steels [3] 

3.3.3 TBF steels 

The microstructure of these steels is based on a bainite matrix in which the residual austenite 
particles are dispersed. This structure is typically obtained through the fast cooling from 
austenite region to a temperature interval between Bs and Bf, and the isothermal holding on 
that temperature (Figure 20). The chemical composition and heat treatment parameters have 
the greatest influence on obtained microstructure phase shares, [23]. 

 
Figure 20. Example of thermal cycle for obtaining TBF steels [3] 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the increase in people's awareness of the necessity to reduce the environmental 
pollution, to use natural resources more rationally, development of the new steel materials, 
which compared to Al and Ti alloys, have a significantly higher specific mass and strength, 
but a lower price, better workability, and weldability (special requirements related only to 
cleaning and preheating of parts prior to welding), has been initiated. As an answer to this 
tendency, the new grades of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) have been developed. 
Depending on the level of development, three groups of advanced high-strength steels are 
distinguished. A review of all the three groups of AHSSs and some procedures for their 
production are presented. From the obtained data, one can conclude that all the three AHSS 
generations have high strength. However, deformability changes through generations.  
The first generation of advanced high-strength steels has the greatest strength, but 
deformability is the worst among the three generations of mentioned steels.  
The advanced high-strength steels of the second generation are characterized by slightly 
lower strength than the first-generation steels; however, they possess significantly better 
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deformability. Their greatest disadvantage is the very high price due to large amounts of 
alloying elements, especially Cr and Ni. 
The third-generation steels represent the balance between the first two generations. Steels 
that belong to the third generation of advanced high-strength steel have good strength values 
(slightly below the first generation) and good deformability (slightly worse than the second 
generation). Their greatest advantage is the lower price as compared to the second 
generation, with the formability being good enough for producing the vehicle chassis parts. 
 
Note: The shorter version of this research was presented at “The 39th International 
conference on production engineering of Serbia - ICPES 2023”, reference [24]. 
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ABSTRACT: The application of software simulations in traffic accidents reconstruction is 

becoming more and more pronounced. The PC Crash software package stands out as one of 

the most widely used tools for this purpose in Europe. One of the most important items in 

the analysis of vehicle-pedestrian collision is the speed of the car at the time of the collision 

and its impact on the pedestrian throw distance. In this paper, the influence of selected 

vehicle and pedestrian parameters on pedestrian throw distance was simulated using the PC 

crash software. The simulation results were compared with available experimental and 

analytical results from other sources in order to validate the PC Crash model of the vehicle-

to-pedestrian accident. 
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SIMULATION OF PEDESTRIAN THROW DISTANCE IN THE 

SOFTWARE PACKAGE PC-CRASH - COMPARISON WITH 

EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 

Slavica Mаčužić Saveljić, Danijela Miloradović 

INTRODUCTION 

Pedestrians are the most vulnerable group of road users, especially because of their bodily 

insecurity. The increased number of traffic accidents involving pedestrians is the result of 

the increase in vehicle speed. Pedestrians account for about 24% of all seriously injured 

people in traffic, and when it comes to minor injuries, pedestrians account for about 11% 

[1].  

The collision of vehicles and pedestrians leaves traces on both the vehicle and the 

pedestrians in the form of structural damage and in the form of injuries to the body. In order 

to determine the circumstances under which the accident occurred, it is necessary to analyse 

the both participants (the vehicle and the pedestrian). Due to the difference in mass between 

vehicles and pedestrians, as a result of an accident, pedestrian injuries are always more 

significant. 

The most common classification of collisions includes: frontal collision (complete or 

partial), lateral collision and trampling. The kinematics of vehicle and pedestrian collisions 

depend on many factors, such as: 

 vehicle shape, 

 vehicle collision speed, 

 pedestrian height, 

 pedestrian speed, 

 direction of pedestrian movement, 

 position of the pedestrian at the time of the contact with the vehicle. 

The impact of the vehicle on the pedestrian implies any contact of the body of the pedestrian 

with the vehicle. The strength of the injury depends on the age of the pedestrian. Older 

pedestrians over the age of 65 suffer significantly more injuries compared to younger 

pedestrians [1]. According to statistics in [2], the number of dead pedestrians aged 65 and 

over accounted for a total of 51% of the total number. Figure 1 [3] shows the death risk for 

pedestrians of different age depending on the impact speed. Given that elderly persons are 

often treated as a special group in traffic, numerous studies have been conducted on the 

influence of the age limit on the risk of injuries [4, 5]. 

Contemporary literature studies the relationship between vehicles and pedestrians. In [6] a 

mannequin model is used to assess the effect of impact velocity and mean deceleration on 

pedestrian throw distance. In [4], the authors were engaged in research on the dependence of 

the death outcome of pedestrians and the speed of the vehicle at the time of the collision in a 

completely frontal collision. They came to the conclusion that, as the speed of the car 

increases, so does the death rate of pedestrians. For example, at a speed of 50 km/h, the risk 

of death of pedestrians is twice as high as at a speed of 40 km/h, and four times higher than 

at a speed of 30 km/h. In [7], the authors also investigated the influence of vehicle speed and 

the speed of pedestrian movement on the occurrence of traffic accidents. Research [8] dealt 

with geometric modelling of accidents using various software packages. To simulate the 
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throw of pedestrians at the time of the collision with the vehicle, they used the software 

program PC Crash. 

 

Figure 1. The percentage of pedestrian mortality depending on the impact speed [3]. 

In [9], an analysis of the distance of pedestrian throw based on the velocity speed was 

performed. Two databases were formed, one was a realistic measurement and the other 

database was formed based on simulations in the PC Crash software package. The results 

showed that there are differences in the use of these two bases by about 21%. However, the 

authors in [10] dealt with a similar analysis and came to the conclusion that there is a 

deviation of 10%. They concluded that the database used in the PC Crash software package 

could be used as a model for further data analysis. 

In real conditions, in addition to the speed of the vehicle, it is necessary to include the 

braking distance, whether the vehicle has an ABS system or not and the pedestrian throw 

distance. Thus, in the paper [11], the authors reconstructed the vehicle-pedestrian collision 

using PC Crash and the exact value of the pedestrian throw distance was determined. They 

did a comparison of analysis data obtained in real conditions and with the help of 

simulation. The distance of pedestrian throw in real conditions was 11.2 m, while the 

simulation distance was 10.6 m. The deviation error was about 5%, which is allowed 

because, in the three-dimensional reconstruction of a traffic accident, when the error is less 

than 7%, the reconstruction is acceptable. 

The paper [12] deals with the analysis of the variability of factors that influence the 

reconstruction of vehicle-pedestrian traffic accidents. Various anthropometric characteristics 

of the body were taken into account, such as height and weight, as well as the gender 

difference. Different positions of the pedestrian were analysed: - 0.5 m, 0 m, and + 0.5 m 

from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, where 0 m corresponds to a central collision. Three 

different pedestrian movement speeds of 0, 2 km/h and 4 km/h were also taken into account, 

which correspond to a standing pedestrian, the pace of an elderly person, and a healthy 

person at a normal pace, respectively. Given that the coefficient of friction between 

pedestrians and road surface is always unknown, the following values were adopted: 0.4, 

0.5, and 0.6. Based on the analysis, the results showed that four factors are significant for 

the experiment. These are: the height of the pedestrian, the angle of impact, the height of the 

vehicle hood, and the coefficient of friction between the pedestrian and the road surface. 

Vehicle-pedestrian accidents account for more than 13% of the total number of accidents 

with victims [12]. In this paper, the PC Crash software was used as a vehicle-pedestrian 
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collision analysis software. PC Crash is software for traffic accident reconstruction analysis 

whose application has been recorded all over the world [13]. The technique of accident 

reconstruction is used in order to reduce the number of victims caused by these types of 

accidents. The latest technique, which is based on computer simulation, has reached a high 

level of development, the main goal of which is to determine the speed of a vehicle with a 

pedestrian collision [14]. In PC Crash, the pedestrian is modelled as a system of rigid bodies 

interconnected by joints [15, 16]. For the reasons mentioned, in this research, the distance of 

pedestrian throw was determined using the PC Crash software. The results obtained were 

compared to the results obtained by theory and by experimental research from [13] in order 

to verify the use of the mentioned software in vehicle-pedestrian accident reconstruction. 

1. METHODS 

The collision between a vehicle and a pedestrian is a complex event that is difficult to 

model. In order to develop effective measures to save pedestrians in traffic, it is necessary to 

properly understand the collision between vehicles and pedestrians. In addition, knowledge 

about the consequences of being exposed to a crash is required, as well as knowledge of the 

vehicle speed function itself. Knowledge of the mentioned measures provides useful 

information for the development of future pedestrian safety systems. It can also be used for 

designing vehicles and the pedestrian infrastructure itself. 

In order to analyse the distance of pedestrian throw using the PC Crash, pedestrian 

modelling with body dimensions was performed, in the Multibody module. It is possible to 

get accurate information about the characteristics of the vehicle and the speed of the vehicle 

within the software database. Seven different vehicle speeds were taken into account: 38.46 

km/h, 39.27 km/h, 43.61 km/h, 34.12 km/h, 55.04 km/h, 61.15 km/h and 64.86 km/h, while 

the weight of the pedestrian was 67 kg and the height was 1.78 m. The total weight of the 

vehicle was 1872 kg. Experimental data were taken from [13] for the purpose of comparison 

with simulation data. 

The model of the Ford Crown Victoria 2005 vehicle was used in this paper. Figure 2 shows 

the loading of the vehicle into the PC Crash program, and figure 3 shows the setting of the 

vehicle speed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Importing the vehicle model into PC Crash 

software package. 

Figure 3. Setting the vehicle 

speed in the PC Crash 

software package. 
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In this paper, the frontal collision of vehicle and pedestrian was analysed. Based on various 

tests, the most commonly used theoretical dependence between the vehicle collision speed 

and the pedestrian throw distance can be presented in the following form [17]: 

 
2

10%
144

s
od

v
S   , (1) 

where: 

 , modS  - distance from the place of collision to the final position of the 

pedestrian (pedestrian throw distance) and 

 

m
,

s
sv

 - impact speed. 

Value 144 in equation (1) has the dimension of acceleration. Research has shown that 

equation (1) can be used for real accidents, but the results deviate by ± 10%.  

In this paper, empiric Dekra formula (2) is used for the analytical calculation of the 

pedestrian throw distance [18] and various comparisons: 
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where: 
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v  – impact speed, 

 , ms  – pedestrian throw distance and 

 
2

a ,car

m

s
– average car deceleration. 

The three-dimensional Multibody model, which is a subroutine of PC Crash software, is 

based on the principle of biomechanics [19]. For this reason, it can be concluded that it is 

the best way to investigate this type of accident. Many input data are recommended as 

default data defined by the software, while others need to be entered by the user (figure 4). 

After loading the pedestrian, it is possible to modify certain parameters of the pedestrian 

body. In the end, 3D-DXF models in PC Crash are used to make the simulation of a 

pedestrian-vehicle collision look as realistic as possible. 
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Figure 4. Input of pedestrian’s parameters in the PC Crash 

software package. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The obtained PC Crash software results for the pedestrian throw distance depending on the 

impact speed of the vehicle are shown in table 1, together with the data obtained 

experimentally [13] and analytically. After the analysis, a comparative presentation of all 

results was given. 

Table 1. Values of pedestrian throw distance for different vehicle speeds 

Test number 
Vehicle impact speed, 

km/h 

Pedestrian throw distance, m 

Experimental [13] Analytic PC Crash 

1 38.46 10.61 10.49 10.54 

2 39.27 11.34 10.84 10.94 

3 43.61 14.78 12.74 13.25 

4 34.12 9.05 8.76 8.65 

5 55.04 17.53 18.48 16.98 

6 61.15 24.75 21.95 22.90 

7 64.86 26.03 24.20 25.23 

Based on table 1, it can be concluded that, as the impact speed of the vehicle increases, so 

does the throw distance of pedestrians. This increase was observed in all three types of 

analysis: experimental, analytical, and in the PC Crash program, figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Pedestrian throw distance depending on impact speed. 

Figure 5 shows a strong (parabolic) correlation between the pedestrian throw distance and 

the vehicle impact speed in PC Crash simulation results (R
2
=0.9876). The smallest value of 

the pedestrian throw distance of 8.65 m was obtained numerically, using the PC Crash 

program, for impact speed of 34.12 km/h. The highest value of the pedestrian throw distance 

of 26.03 m was obtained by experimental determination, for impact speed of 64.86 km/h.  

The descriptive statistical characteristics of pedestrian throw distance for the three observed 

types of results (standard error, sample variance, mean, standard deviation and kurtosis) are 

presented in table 2. 

Table 2. Descriptive characteristics of pedestrian throw distance 

 Pedestrian throw distance, m 

Experimental Analytic PC Crash 

Standard error 2.58 2.32 2.43 

Sample variance 46.57 37.65 41.50 

Mean 16.30 15.35 15.50 

Standard deviation 6.82 6.13 6.44 

Kurtosis -1.42 -1.77 -1.27 

Figure 6 shows relative deviations of the results for pedestrian throw distance obtained by 

analytical formula and PC Crash from the same results obtained by the experiment. It can be 

seen that the results of simulation done using PC Crash software show smaller deviations 

from the corresponding experimental data. Maximal relative deviation of the PC Crash 

simulation data is around 10%, while maximal relative deviation of the analytically obtained 

data is around 14%.  

y = 0.0085x2 - 0.3192x + 10.186 

R² = 0.9876 
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Figure 6. Relative deviation of the simulation data from the experimentally obtained 

values. 

The analysis of the relative variations of the simulation results from the experimental data 

imply that the results obtained by using PC Crash software are closer to experimental data 

than data obtained by analytical calculations. This confirms the justification of using the PC 

Crash software in simulation of vehicle-pedestrian accidents when calculating pedestrian 

throw distances. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of computer programs for the analysis of traffic accidents enables a more 

precise analysis of the elements of the traffic accident, taking into account the place of the 

collision, the collision speed as well as the circumstances under which the traffic accident 

occurred. 

PC Crash is a traffic accident simulation program that can simulate many traffic accident 

situations. In this research, PC Crash was used is the analysis of pedestrian throw distance 

depending on the impact speed of the vehicle. On the basis of simulations performed with 

different values of speed, pedestrian throw distances were obtained.  

Based on various comparisons, it was found that the pedestrian model in PC Crash gives 

good estimates for determining the pedestrian throw distance, better than analytical model. 

Different vehicle shapes and pedestrian kinematics can be taken into account in the analysis. 

The pedestrian model in PC Crash proved to be easier to analyse, compared to the analytical 

way of analysis, because all the parameters that influenced the occurrence of the accident 

could be taken into account.  
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